
Poetic Ammo, Somethings On
*LANDSLYDE*
Check ! Mind over matter when it comes to money and shattered
Dreams mistake who should I blame
When people claim that I'm sell-out commercial best-buy product
Like a piece of material in the supermart
Now who said the sell-out can't be real
You're justifying the book by the cover and the contents
Are filled with true words and meaning unveiled revealed
The treasure talented hip hop from this side of this world
The taste for the thirst of lust is the curse for that
Stuff is the first it's a must for me it's the love
My capability with the capital C I believe
In what I do with my heart and soul I can achieve in this world
And I can hold to my words and my lyric you can't critic neither can you
predict
Or judge my style and flow and my status and my show
Sniper comin' now real for the world
 
 Chorus
 Aha Over great land and seas
 Hip hop comin from the Asian MC's
 Real for the world I wear no mask
 Represent yourself is that too much to ask ?
 
*YOGI B*
Religious scriptures late in night when I am readin'
Philosophical vortex spins vigorous on axis of meanin'
BAM ! Consciousness explodes I see
True vision of Hip Hop and the art of MC
Great saints , sages and prophets of ancient times
Did they not reveal the truth in mad holy rhymes
Find myself do I in this line of tradition
Ammunition Poetic Yogi B with a mission
Never ever have I for the sake of being fly
Faked my slang or hanged with gangs doin' drive by's
I greet with a smile no matter punk or mack
Recognise K.L. or I'll put your whole posse in check
Back to the front and front and back feel this
Malaysian MC livin' in realness
When the mic is hurled Poetic Ammo comin' real fo
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